HEAD OFFICE
900 New Upper Changi Road, Singapore 467354, Tel: 64796252, Fax: 64796272
Email: hq@apsn.org.sg

Executive Director
Finance Manager
Accounts Executive
HR & Admin Officer
Community Partnerships Executive
Corporate Communications Executive
IT Support
Admissions/Support Officer
Accounts Assistant
Administrative Assistant

Dr Chey Chor Khoon
Ms Ong Li Ping Patricia
Ms Tan Siu Khim Irene
Ms Wong Woon Heng Kadey
Ms Lee Hui Chuen Jennifer
Ms Siti Mariam Rahman
Mr She Tu Kau Yen Dennis
Ms Nolita Bte Noordin
Mdm Yeo Guay Eng Mary
Ms Chen Eh Ee Emily

APSN CENTRE FOR ADULTS
29 Jalan Tembusu, Singapore 438235, Tel: 63462425 Fax: 63467518
Email: cfa_admin@apsn.org.sg

Head
Operations Manager
Clerical Officer
MSU Assistant
Programme Co-ordinator & Instructor
Job Placement Officer
Instructors

Mr Tng William
Mr Koh Guan Hoe
Ms Safangaton Binte Dirman
Ms Tay Ching Ling Christine
Ms Tan Orrapint
Ms Lee Siew Cheng Leonie
Mr Leung Kwai Bun Benny
Mr Chan Ka Khui Matthew
Mr Chan Kheng Siong Adrian
Mr Chew Beng Kiam
Ms Fung Soo Ling Janis
Mr Goh Boon Seng Thomas
Mr Kang Kok Peng Nelson
Mr Li Chia Hui Philip
Mdm Loh Poh Hoon Winnie
Mr Pang Chong Tong
Ms Tan Kwee Li Pearl
Mr Tan Johnny
Mdm Theresa Anthony
Ms Yap Chui Hoon
Mr Yee Hung Pak
Ms Zuriaty Binte Mohd Zakaria
Mr Tan Wai Loon

Instructor Assistants
DELTA SENIOR SCHOOL
20 Delta Avenue, Singapore 169832, Tel: 62763818, Fax: 62765608
Email: dss@apsn.org.sg

Principal
Ms Soh Mee Choo
Vice Principal
Ms Yip Mui Kheng Lily
Administrative & Operations Manager
Mr Goh Thiam Hock
Head, Organisation Excellence
Mr Lim Sin Hooi Ronald
Head, Student Programme & Organisation Excellence
Ms Tan Yee Nee
School-To-Worker Co-ordinator
Ms Lau Wan Xin
Mr Ng Li Yang
Finance & Admin Executive Staff
Ms Koh Boon Leng Lena
Clerical Officer
Ms Norjahan Vapumarican
Accounts Assistant
Ms Ser Lay Chuan
Admin Support Staff
Ms Nursuhaidah Binte Mohamed Salleh
IT Support Officer
Mr Hnin K Tha Yar
MSU Assistant
Ms Lee Gek Tian Rosalind
Therapist Aide
Ms Aline C. Orpilla
Heads of Department
Mr Chan Kok Hoe Anthony
Ms Choo Phek Ean
Ms Guo JiaQin
Job Placement Officers/Instructors
Mr Awad Salim B. Ramli
Mr Chan Hua Wee Alex
Ms Chan Yee Seen Wanda
Ms Dominique-Le Chang Zhang
Mr Goh Poh Meng Elvin
Mr Hiew Teck Hong David
Mr Janarthanan Ganapathy
Mr Lee Mun Andrew
Mr Mohammad Razali Bin Slamat
Mr Mohd Farid Bin Batim
Ms Soon Pow Chin Liza Irene
Ms Tan Foong Mooi Jorine
Ms Tey Siew Siew Joyce
Mr Yip Wai Hoong Steven
Ms Yong Chwee Yun Angela
Instructors
Ms Lim Jia Jing Valerie
Mr Lim Teck Chye
Ms Poon Kay Yan
Ms Tay Wan Hui Selena
Trainers
Ms Chia Choy Soon Doreen
Mr Han Meng Siew Vincent
Ms Lai Choy Yit
Ms Wong Lan Fong Lolita
Mr Yap Kok Feng Ken

Hotel & Accommodations Services Training
Co-ordinator
Mdm Van Der Beek, Suelynn Ruth
Industrial Trainers
Ms Ana Lalynn Bejasa Pagunsan
Ms Choi Yin Peng Sydney
Mr Edwin Santos Jalbuenas
Mr Lim Meng Chong Francis
Mr Lim Yew Piao
Mr Ong Beng Chun David
## DELTA SENIOR SCHOOL (CONTINUE)

**Fitness Instructor**
- Ms Ong Peh Ti
- Mr Lim Chiong
- Ms Mylene Dayrit
- Ms Nova Agustin Dimarucot
- Mr Ong Kok Chuan Andrew
- Ms Poh Lay Lee Liz
- Mr Sofhian Bin Mohamed
- Mr Tan Hock Soon Erwin
- Ms Tan Mei Sze Michelle

**Teachers**
- Ms Cheong Mun Yi Janice
- Ms Chong Mai Chen
- Ms De Los Santos Tetchie Bejasa
- Mr Fong Chee Kong
- Ms Goh Hui Ling Fiona
- Mdm Jebarani Pushpalatha Thomas
- Ms Lesli Grace Kho Medina
- Ms Liew Yan Ni Janice
- Mr Lim Sze Wei
- Ms Lim Wone Hiang Doris
- Ms Maria Naras Rumanti
- Ms Nur Diana Bte Kamil
- Mr Oh Qingli Adrian
- Ms Phua Mui Ling Teresa
- Ms Shanti d/o Govindan
- Ms Sheela Devi V. Kannusamy
- Ms Sheetal d/o Murli
- Ms Tan Bi Qi Joan
- Mr Tay Han Whee Samuel
- Ms Tay Hui En Felicia
- Ms Wan Chai Hong Clanie
- Ms Wen HaoTing
- Ms Yeap Siew Hong
- Ms Yun Soonji Daisy
- Mr Ang Tiam Chuan
- Mdm Choo Mee Yoong

## TANGLIN SCHOOL

143 Alexandra Road, Singapore 159924, Tel: 64751511, Fax: 64720408
E-mail: ts@apsn.org.sg

**Principal**
- Mrs Ow Lai Peng Liza

**Administrative & Operations Manager**
- Mr Bay Lee Meng Philip

**Clerical Officer**
- Mdm Maria Bti Sukaimi

**Accounts Executive**
- Ms Wong Foong Ling Tracy

**Resource Management Officer**
- Ms Zuliyah Bee Bte Lalkhan

**MSU Assistant**
- Ms Sumitha Ramalingam

**Instructors**
- Mr Ang Hock Seng Andy
- Mdm Choon Jamie
- Mr Lee Jing Wenn Bertram
- Ms Tan Chiew Chian
TANGLIN SCHOOL (CONTINUE)

Heads of Department
Mdm Asmah Abdul Khamid
Mdm Bibi Halimah Abdul Kader
Ms Jeyashini Kanagrajah
Mdm Kueh Bee Hua Martina
Mdm Radziah Bte Abdul Rahman
Mdm Anna Selvarani d/o Paul Raju
Ms Azlia Irny Bte Amin Iskak
Ms Chan Sze Ka Melanie
Mr Charles Rajan s/o Tangga Mani
Ms Chia Chee Nee Geannie
Ms Chua Wei Xian Chermaine
Ms Deivanai Surendran
Ms Guwe Miaw Khoon Trudy
Ms Harenie Sambanthan
Ms Ho Lai Mun
Ms Kam Su-Lin
Ms Kee Siew Yuen
Ms Kwong Wai Yoke Carolyn
Mr Lai Chen Ning Kenneth
Ms Lim Siew Tien Esther
Ms Ng Fanny
Ms Ng Yuan Hee Samantha
Ms Suhaidah Bte Sulaiman
Ms Suhaini Bte Salleh
Ms Tan Mui Keng, Linda
Mr Tan Poh Heng Anthony
Ms Tan Tun Ling
Ms Tay Soong Kiang Kelly
Mdm Teo Lay Heong Jennifer
Ms Wong Wai Sian
Ms Nur Aisah Bte Jaffar
Ms Kong Pui Kuen Evelyn
Ms Norlina Bte Mohamad
Ms Shalimar Binte Amanullah
Ms Siti Nur’ Ain Bte Samsudin

Teachers

Teacher Aides

Cleaners
Mdm Chan Chut Mui
Mr Chuwa Hoo Ward
Mdm Ng Wah Eng

Gardener
Mr Tee Kim Hock
Principal
Vice Principal
Administrative & Operations Manager
Centre Supervisor
Clerical Officer
Accounts Assistant
MSU Assistant
Programme Co-ordinator Asst
Computer Aide
Heads of Department

Teachers

Mrs Low Siew Ting
Ms Ang Swee Liang Marilyn
Mr Jaiprakash Dubey
Ms Tan Gim Hoay Georgina
Mrs Wong Leong Yim Cassieina
Mrs Rebecca Sillarez Costales
Mdm Low Kam Fong Doris
Ms Jayamalar d/o V. Ponniah
Ms Muntashbagum d/o Haji Maideen
Mr Aw Leong Yen Patrick
Mrs Anita Suwandi
Mrs Norlidah Shahrin
Mrs Ong-Chin Christina
Mdm Chui Kit May
Mrs Fazillah Youssoff
Ms Ho Hui Eng Maggie
Ms Huzaimea Bte Hamid
Mdm Kalah d/o Ramasamy
Mdm Khatijah Bte Mohd Jonid
Mdm Koh Hun Ngor Lynn
Mdm Koh Sok Huang Angela
Mdm Koh Tjai Hong Isabel
Ms Lim Bee Tiap Christina
Mdm Lim Poh Hoon
Ms Solis Wendy Tingab-Ngab
Ms Ng Xuan Yi Prisca
Mdm Norsalina Bte Mohamed Sharif
Mr Novo Erwin Dela Torre
Mdm Nur Rasyidah Binti Andi Satria
Mdm S Nirmala
Mrs Sulekha Suresh Nair
Mdm Tan Bee Bee Sharon
Mrs Nonis - Tan Hoon Choo Annie
Ms Tang Tse Chin
Mr Vinasithamby Surendran
Mdm Williams Edith Gertrude

Teacher Aides

Mdm Ang Hwee Lin Carol
Ms Christine Komathi Velu
Ms Malathi d/o Ramalingam
Ms Seah Kar Hoong Joanne

Cleaners

Mr Ong Keng Yap
Mdm Siti Salmah Bt. Abdullah
Ms Teo Mei Zi Germaine
Mdm Tumenam Bte Kimin

Gardeners

Mr Chum Hock Chan
Mr Yeo Yoke Sai
KATONG SCHOOL

900 New Upper Changi Road, Singapore 467354
Email: ks@apsn.org.sg

Patron
Mr Kwek Leng Keow
Principal
Mrs Choo Swee Gek
Accounts Executive
Ms Lee Poh Sim Jessie
Clerical Officer
Ms Chiam Hui Ming Cindy
Administrative & Operations Manager
Mr John Thangaraj
MSU Assistant
Ms Amizah Bte Othman
Instructor
Mr Hairul Anuar Bin Mohd Haron
Heads of Department
Mdm Choo Pee Ling
Mrs Chan Lily
Mrs Yeo Lynette
Teachers
Ms Jayanthi d/o V Vathalingam
Mr Jose Manuel B Samar
Ms Koek Violet
Ms Patricia P. Paramanandham
Mdm Peng Pei Chien
Mrs Rani Day
Ms Sarah De Castro Sacro
Ms Seah Lay Keng Kharissa
Ms Sheryll Gavino Eduria
Ms Sumathy d/o Salayah
Ms Tang Bee Kwee
Ms Teo Soke Wai
Ms Tay Wan Ting
Mdm Yong Lee Fong Stella
Ms Ang May Lin Maureen
Ms Lee Deanna Teresa
Mrs Wong Helen
Teacher Aides
Mdm Pakiam Mary Agnes Priscilda
Mrs Pang Boon Jong
Ms Phang Jing Wei
Ms Wee May
Cleaners
Mdm Mariam Binti Abdul Jalil
Mdm Yeo Yoke Soi
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY SUPPORT UNIT

Head, MSU  
Dr Lim Hoili C.
Principal Educational Psychologist  
MS Lorraine Geralyn Boudville
Educational Psychologist  
MS Sutha Raman
Senior Psychologist  
Mrs L. V. Jayashree
Psychologists  
MS Lin Bilin Marisa
Industry-based Psychologist  
Ms Loh Weng Fong Sharmaine
Mr Lum Kok Leong Andy
Ms Marlyna Melita Binte Mochtar
Ms Ng Yen Ching Athena
Ms Nishta Geetha Thevaraja
Mrs Tan Jun Lin
Industry-based Psychological  
Ms Yeo Meiluan Jasmine
Senior Social Workers  
Ms Chua Julia
Ms Loh Ruoh Pyng Clarice
Ms Linda Marican
Ms Tan Chia Nee
Ms Wong Amanda
Social Worker  
Mdm Zaberuthunisa d/o Abdul Kader
Mdm Lim Ai Chia
Mdm Nisha d/o Parveez Kumar
Mdm Sayudatina Khan
Principal Occupational Therapist  
Mr Arnel Alcira
Senior Occupational Therapist  
Ms Ivy Dulu Badilla
Occupational Therapist  
Mr Loh Peng Loong Daniel
Ms Phang Yuen Ting
Mr Raimond Lasao Barrinuevo
Mr Roberto Ofemia Estrella
Industry-based Occupational Therapist  
Ms Tan Sey Ing
Senior Speech Therapist  
Ms Kritika Sharma
Speech Therapist  
Ms Hemlata Verma
Senior Art Therapist  
Mdm Teh Ning Yen Elizabeth Jane
MS Koh Hong Wue Jessica